
Churchwardens’ Report to APCM. May 29th 2022 

Present Churchwardens – Kath Asquith & Joy Swarbrick 

The continuing restrictions and Covid 19 lockdowns have continued to make a huge impact on the 

church over the last twelve months. It is only now that we feel in a position to work out our way 

forwards which poses many challenges to resources, both in available people and finances. 

Last year we reported on a water leak that United Utilities have suspected exists for several years 

but has still not been found. United Utilities did communicate to say it may have been located and 

we hoped they were going to sort it out, but that is now well over a year ago! 

The storms over the winter caused some damage to the roof, which has now been repaired. Whilst it 

was covered by our insurance policy, it happened on two separate occasions, (separated by about a 

week) this meant that we had to pay two excesses. Following one of the storms a chunk of masonry 

from around the window fell down behind the font. This was unfortunately not covered by the 

insurance as the assessor didn’t feel it was necessarily storm related but was the result of the 

ongoing decay of the building. It is a sign that there are probably going to be major and costly 

maintenance issues to be faced over the coming years. The small piles of brick dust around the 

church after strong winds are a general reminder of the slow erosion and decay of our bricks and 

stonework. We are due to have a quinquennial inspection once an architect is appointed. That will 

no doubt highlight the extent of the problem. 

A small group of our younger families have formed a maintenance team and are working specifically 

on improving the state of our grounds. They have been cutting the grass, have planted some shrubs 

and worked on getting rid of the bracken in the flowerbeds. They also hope to be able to expose the 

memorial stones that have become covered and hopefully level them up a little. They have also 

consulted the tree preservation officer regarding potentially attending to some of the trees. 

Our neighbours in the flats on the site of the old vicarage were concerned that some of our trees on 

their border were having an impact on their light. They organised and financed pruning once the 

necessary permissions had been received. 

We had a break in when the fire doors to the small hall were forced open to gain entry, then 

numerous other locks were broken and keys scattered across the office. The perpetrator fortunately 

left behind anything of value and was clearly hoping to find lots of money in a church early on a 

Monday morning! As a result all the locks into the Hall, link corridor, office and vestry were changed 

as we didn’t know whether any keys had been found and taken for subsequent use. This has given us 

an opportunity to create a new record of who has keys for the church buildings. If you are loaned a 

key then an agreement form will need to be completed. 

During Covid we relied on using the screen and single use, printed sheets for our services. With the 

relaxing of restrictions and the retirement from preparing service sheets, readings etc by Ian Palmer 

new service books have been produced (prepared by Ian), reflecting the alterations in our regular 

Sunday worship. The screen developed a faulty switch on Palm Sunday and is awaiting repair. 

One of the windows in the small hall was somehow cracked and the sealed unit had to be replaced. 

The blocked drain and outflow pipe from the flower room have also been fixed. 

We were able to continue opening the Lady Chapel daily for private prayer through the lockdowns of 

2021, cleaning frequently touched surfaces daily when locking up. This rigorous cleaning routine has 



now been relaxed and we have returned some more chairs into the space. We have been told that 

the regular opening during lockdowns was appreciated by many people. 

We have managed to live stream our services using a mobile phone, but in the longer term will need 

to provide some better technology to help us continue this method of sharing and communicating 

with the wider community. A kind offer has been made to purchase some equipment for us. We are 

making enquiries about how this can be enabled as simply as possible. Whilst live streaming will 

continue, we aim to try our best to ensure that people are free to come up for Communion without 

being filmed. 

Our sidespersons' rota lapsed during Covid, but now the time seems right to re-introduce the 

welcoming role to our church. Would you be prepared to offer your services on a rota? This would 

require arriving a little earlier than normal to welcome people as they arrive at church, hand out 

books and show newcomers where to sit if required. After the service books need collecting and 

tidying and people may need directing for refreshments. It is not an onerous job, but being able to 

welcome people with a friendly smile and answer any queries is a vital part of service to this 

community. 

With the rise in fuel prices, potential repairs being highlighted when we have our quinquennial and 

the need to try and pay our parish share, the next couple of years are likely to be financially 

challenging. Please pray regularly for the mission and outreach of this community. Change is 

inevitable because without it, we will wither and die. 

Joy Swarbrick 


